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Traits and Characteristics 

Sagittarius’ nature is revealed by an archer, which is representative of this zodiac sign. 

The archer concentrates and focuses on hitting the target head on in the same way 

Sagittarius natives try to move toward their target without a pause. There is a strong 

feeling to move ahead in the nature of the Sagittarius. There are three directions in 

which they can move ahead: materialistic atmosphere, visionary interest and 

knowledge, and spiritual development. The path which they choose can be determined 

only after seeking their horoscopes and planetary positions.  

One main quality of the Sagittarius is strong feelings toward independence. They 

cannot tolerate any kind of control over their lives, their views, or occupation. Due to a 

trusting nature, they should protect themselves from being too optimistic and having 

too much faith in someone else.  

Sagittarians are open-hearted and outspoken. They may sometimes become very frank 

in their behavior, as this energetic and exited nature expects others to behave properly 

as they do; those under this sign cannot bear cunningness and treachery. 

From the beginning, Sagittarians show optimistic attitudes toward life. Sometimes in 

speech, work, or behavior, they show exaggeration, which creates enemies and 

opponents. Instead of living in a civilized society with luxuries, they prefer to stay close 

to nature, which provides them happiness. They avoid highly populated areas and love 

to stay at open places with less population. As they have faith in future, they 

sometimes love to take risky opportunities. 
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Predictions 

In April 2017, your confidence will peak. You will be fearless of struggle and strife. With labor 

and hard work, business trade prospects will be on positive side. In May 2017, your 

relationship with seniors/ authorities will be very cordial, and at the same time your business 

circle will increase. An expected journey shall bring infinite results. In June 2017, Family life 

will be very happy. There are chances of a rise in income. You will be able to overcome 

competition and will prevail over opponents. A sound state of health is also indicated. In July 

2017, you will get mixed results during this period. You will find a sudden stroke of luck and 

your social circle will increase. However, this is not a good period for love and romance. In 

August 2017, financially, this is going to be the best period. You may also benefit from 

profitable deals. You will be able to convince others with your keen perception about 

situations and plans.  

In September 2017, your interest in occult sciences will increase and you may undergo a para-

psychological experience. In October 2017, the time is unfavorable for love and romance. 

Contemplation may cause losses, hence it must be avoided. Children may suffer from disease 

or ill health. In November 2017, you will have conjugal happiness. Business/job prospects will 

be very good. An expected travel will take place. Family atmosphere shall remain quite 

pleasant. Your hopes and desires will also materialize. In December 2017, you will be 

absolutely fearless and your enemies will not be able to face you. You might develop a taste 

for philosophy or literature. Your contacts with learned people will also increase. You will be 

highly respected and will become famous.  

In January 2018, a big amount of success and reputation will be enjoyed by you. You can also 

utilize this period for concentration, meditation, and yoga. In February 2018, there is a 

likelihood of coming in contact with the head of some social or religious institutions. You will 

have tremendous confidence to carry out pursuits. Family atmosphere will be very supporting 

and long distance travel will be rewarding. An increase of family members will be quite 

evident. In March 2018, your confidence will make you invincible. You will also command 

much regard and respect. An auspicious ceremony in the family is likely to take place. In April 

2018, your social circle will be extended. There is a likelihood of getting involved in religious 

activities. Your friends and well-wishers shall also assist you. 


